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F E AT U R E

Reflections of Hubble: Twenty Years and Counting

By Hayman Tam

The year 2010 marks the 20th

year of the Hubble Space Telescope

being on-orbit, providing a constant

stream of scientific data and glorious

images for the world and scientific

community to digest. As a veteran of

the team that worked on Hubble, this

year marks the passage of 20 years

since it was shipped from its home in

Sunnyvale, California, and is cause for

reflection on my experiences.

A lifelong “airplane nut,” my

early dreams of being a hotshot fighter

pilot were dashed by my poor vision. If

I could not fly them, then I would

design them. Armed with mechanical

and aeronautical degrees from the

University of California at Davis, I

embarked on my quest for an aerospace

career and found it at Lockheed’s

Sunnyvale, California, facility.

Employment with one of the legendary

names in aviation offset the “minor”

detail that I would be working with mis-

siles and satellites instead of airplanes,

and so in 1984 I started with Lockheed

on the Trident missile program.

As a young mechanical engineer

at Lockheed Missiles and Space

Company (now Lockheed Martin Space

Systems Company), I was later

assigned to the HST program in the fall

of 1987. This was post-Challenger and

the HST was being kept in clean storage

in its pristine high bay. Folks wondered

what work I would be doing for a pro-

gram that was publicly perceived as

being in storage while waiting for the

Space Shuttle to fly again. Nothing was

further from the truth as I saw that the

down time was consumed by instru-

ment upgrades and testing, testing, test-

ing. 

Shipping Hubble

Working in the Mechanical

Ground Support Equipment (MGSE)

group, our big task at the time was to

design the hardware to facilitate ship-

ment of the HST from California to

Florida. The original plan was to place

the Hubble in a shipping container and

move it by ship to Florida via the

Panama Canal.

There were concerns about the

political situation that was underway in

Panama at the time and what threats

that could pose to such a critical ship-

ment. Our engineering planning pro-

ceeded to the point where we were at

Kennedy Space Center (KSC) in

Florida, going through a presentation

dry-run, when we received word that

NASA had decided to ship by air

instead.

Needless to say, we had to toss all

our transportation planning and start all

over. Shipment of the HST would now

be via two C-5’s, one flying ahead of

the other to act as a weather pathfinder

to ensure that Hubble got a smooth ride.

All the large MGSE items would be

flown to KSC via NASA’s Super

Guppy.

For the air shipment, Hubble

would be the first use of a new shipping

container designed to accommodate

Shuttle payloads. The container had a

self-contained environmental control

system to keep Hubble clean and com-

fortable during the trip but various

threat scenarios were being considered

that needed technical solutions.

One such threat is rapid decom-

pression of the aircraft. This container,

like all similar containers, had a system

to equalize the pressure inside the con-

tainer and prevent any rupturing. One

issue that was posed during the risk

assessment was “what if dirty air gets in

the container?” Thus started a seven-
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month $1 million-plus effort to design a

redundant air filter system to protect the

innards of the HST. 

Details of this effort flowed to our

NASA customer, resulting in the unex-

pected honor of my receiving a NASA

Silver Snoopy Award from the STS-31

crew. This award, formally known as the

NASA Astronaut Personal Achievement

Award, is unique in that the astronauts

cull through nominations to determine

which 1 percent of the nation’s aerospace

workforce is worthy of recognition. To

date, more than 12,000 people have

received a Silver Snoopy award since the

program began in 1968.

To no one’s surprise, Hubble’s

cross-country flight was uneventful, and

launch site processing finally began in

October 1989.

Life at the Cape

Being one of the few chosen to live

in Florida for the duration of the launch

processing campaign was truly a memo-

rable experience. Access to beaches, golf

courses, and theme parks certainly filled

our spare moments. Weeknights, howev-

er, left much spare time for many of the

team, and an entrepreneurial movement

kicked in among some of the folks. 

This started earlier, back in

California, when Jeff Boissier, one of the

HST test engineers and a talented graph-

ics artist, came up with a special T-shirt

to commemorate the move of HST. This

was followed up in Florida with another

shirt design for the launch team.

Others came up with Hubble souvenirs,

such as shot glasses and pins to provide

to coworkers. One engineer decided to

order some custom-made “Launch

Team” lapel pins. The vendor, for rea-

sons unknown, messed up the spelling to

“Lunch Team,” and an instant classic

was born. The pins quickly sold out and

subsequent orders deliberately kept the

misspelling.

I purchased a kit to produce photo

buttons and spent many a night hand col-

oring the artwork and assembling but-

tons. There were several designs created,

and there were many inquiries from base

personnel about the buttons that our team

sported proudly.

With the heavy Shuttle launch

schedule of that era, there were countless

photographic opportunities to take

advantage of, especially when one had

base access privileges. With only a few

photo passes allocated to Lockheed, I

made it a point to look at the weekly

KSC schedules to determine what cool

events were happening and reserve one

of the photo passes for that day. Events

such as Shuttle rollouts, 747

mate/demates, and Hubble processing

steps were all recorded for posterity. All

the photos were made available to my

coworkers and many ended up with a

complete collection.

Launch Time!

Being in Florida for the STS-31

launch was something that I was looking

forward to sharing with my parents. With

the launch scheduled for 12 April 1990, I

had booked the roundtrip tickets for my
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parents well in advance to take advan-

tage of low airfare. NASA was not

going to be so accommodating howev-

er, and proudly announced an extreme-

ly rare pulling up of the launch date to

10 April because of smooth processing.

Now this hardly ever happens, so I

patiently waited for the ever-present

glitch to set the launch back a day or

two. Of course the longer I waited, the

smoother the launch flow went, so by 8

April I had no choice but to fork out

some major cash for one-way tickets to

get my parents out for the new date.

Their flight arrived the night of 9 April,

causing me to miss the huge prelaunch

party held at Patrick Air Force Base.

Of course my luck turned for the

worse and my parents experienced their

first launch scrub thanks to a faulty

Shuttle auxiliary power unit (APU).

The time to fix the APU did not leave

enough charge in Hubble’s batteries

and we had to go in and open up

Discovery to get at the telescope to con-

nect charging equipment. My parents

ended up departing for home two days

before the actual launch on 24 April. As

a consolation prize they did get to see a

Delta launch from our beachside condo. 

First Light

As with most space launch cam-

paigns, once the vehicle has safely

deployed on orbit, it’s a mad rush to the

exits as personnel try to get back home

to family and to line up their next job.

The trailers and borrowed office space

used by our Lockheed team rapidly

became a ghost town. Volunteers were

solicited to stick around for an extra

month and help clean up the place, and

several of us did so, looking to enjoy

the Florida hospitality for a little while

longer without the pressure of a launch

date.

It was not soon thereafter that

Hubble went through “first light,” the

time that the aperture door was opened

and the telescope would take its first

image. As the world soon found out, the

optical system was seriously flawed

and was a crushing disappointment for

folks on the Hubble team, especially for

those who had spent a majority of their

career on this program. With all the

negative press and public ridicule, it

became difficult for many of us to wear

our signature black Hubble jackets. 

Most of the postlaunch time was

spent packing up documentation, dis-

connecting and dispositioning equip-

ment, and coordinating the truck ship-
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ments to California. Not having the Internet, it

was a lot tougher back then to manage your net-

work of contacts looking for new job assign-

ments. Some folks decided to stay with

Lockheed in Florida and got themselves trans-

ferred. Most got called to new programs that

were staffing back in Sunnyvale. I ended up at

a Lockheed sister company working on Shuttle

Life Science payloads at NASAAmes Research

Center.

After 25 years with Lockheed Martin, I

am currently a senior manager overseeing a

department responsible for equipment used in

the integration, test, and transportation of satel-

lites and space vehicles. Hubble was my first of

many space programs, including Gravity

Probe-B, Lunar Prospector, various Shuttle Life

Science missions, and now Orion. Non-NASA

endeavors include IRIDIUM®, and a long list

of commercial and government communica-

tions satellites.

Although no longer involved directly

with Hubble, I still look back fondly and think

of the good times and the good people, some

with whom I still work with today. Having

worked on a project of such magnitude leaves a

lasting effect, which gets renewed with each

servicing mission. I certainly hope that Hubble

will continue to grow old gracefully, much like

those of us who last laid earthbound hands on

it.




